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WE HA VE exerted our utmost effort during the past year to provide
a publication whose pages would
give you a clearer view of the national telephone labor picture. We
hope we have succeeded in some
measure.
We are extremely grateful to those
whose support and belief in the need
for a national publication has made
the TELEPHONE WORKER possible. They have our pledge that no
effort will be spared to achieve their
goal and ours to develop the TELEPHONE WORKER into a great and
powerful force working for the unity
of telephone workers throughout the
Nation.
Our job hasn't been an easy one,
however. Many technical problems
had to be solved in meeting the objective of making each issue better
than the last. Also, relocation of the
NFTW Headquarters'
office from
Chicago to Baltimore made it necessary to engage a new editor as well
as re-examine the entire procedure
in producing
the TELEPHONE
WORKER. The resulting delays in
publication were as discouraging to
us as they, no doubt, were to you.
The September, October and November issues were omitted.
Now though, all major obstacles
have been hurdled, and it is believed
no further delays will be encountered. You can, therefore, look forward to receiving the TELEPHONE
WORKER on or before the third
of each month in the future.
The action of the Seventh National
Assembly in June, 1942, authorizing
publication
of the TELEPHONE
WORKER on a permanent
and
monthly basis provides a firm foundation on which to build an outstanding magazine. We hope that
you will aid us in this work by helping to increase the number of TELEPHONE WORKER readers.
At this holiday season, we extend
to you and your loved ones our best
wishes for a very Merry Christmas
and a happy and prosperous New
Year.
Sincerely,
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In this anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor,
a united and free nation, confident in its strength, will-1. Honor and remember the men and women who
have already given their lives in this struggle.
2. Give thanks to God for its survival of the dastardly,
unprovoked attack of ruthless enemies.
3. Clear-headedly
assess what has been done and
• what lies ahead to be done.
4. Re-dedicate its strength, its time, its wealth, and
its very life to preserving a concept of life more
precious than individual life itself ... to Work or
Fight and Sacrifice for all that is contained in the
Bill of Rights and the Constitution of the United
States of America.
This shall be a time of renewing our determination
of victory and of strengthening our resolve to achieve
it so that freedom and decency can be restored to the
world.
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It has finally become a reality!!!
Local No. 101-A, Accounting, is now
a part of our organization.
The
Agreement has been signed by the
Management and the Federation Officers. The Working Practices have
been agreed upon with exception of
one item-the
Wage Schedule. We
hope this last obstacle will soon be
ironed out to the satisfaction of all
concerned.
The girls in Local No. 101-A deserve a lot of praise. They lost no
time in organizing and are now
boasting a 100% membership in their
department. That is something to be
proud of
They said "I do", to the collective
bargaining through representatives
of their own choosing, to the promotion of permanence and security of
their jobs and to equitable relations
between the employer and their
.Somp UPmbPrs of ,·etc Loc"I 101-A and their Officers. Stnn,li11g IP/t to right are
members. The girls are serious about
Mrs. Beu George, Mrs. fiolet Godwin, .',a,fip Bourlier, . ecrPtar,·-TrPasurer.
their part of the bargain and about
eated (left), Edna Wyatt, Pre1iden1, an,l ( right), FPm Rice, Yiu-PrPaident.
their jobs. We are happy and proud
to have them in our Organization.

AROUND THE TERRITORY
4 RPcord of Uovea, Promotions

LOCAL 101-ARIZOl\A

Prf'&itfrnt

Culton,

lt>ft, Rect>ices

Loeal

101-A Ch(lrter from SPcretnrJ·-TrPasur,,r l/ nknro~•.

Marshall Wilson, Phoenix installer,
to Flagstaff as combination man.
James E. Watson, Phoenix repairman, to Flagstaff as combination
man.
Robert Monts, Flagstaff combination man, to Phoenix as installer.
Wayne Powell, acting dispatcher
at Phoenix, now installing again.
Leonard Stinson, Phoenix installer,
transferred to dispatcher's post.
James Swain, Phoenix installer, to
Assignment Department.
Bill Smith, former installer, back
at Central office.
Jack Bentley, lineman, resigned
for work in aircraft plant.

and Other Chane<'JI

LOCAL202-COLORADO
C. R. Weidman, promoted to chief
draftsman.
L. A. Bowen, record engineer, promoted to supervising record clerk.
B. N. Shelton, record engineer,
promoted
to supervising
record
clerk.

LOCAL 402-~EW

lfEXICO-

TEXAS
Wade Cox, Fort Bliss switchman,
to Denver as assistant personnel director.
Thomas Collins, installer, returned
from Alamogordo Airbase.
Ken Clark, repairman, training as
switchboard man.

D,•cemlwr, 1912
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ARIZONA NEWS
As the record shows, men from
Arizona Locals continue to be called
to join the Nation's fighting forces.
Approximately 35 Arizona plant men
are now iQ the armed forces.
Phoenix Local 101 enjoyed what
it termed a, perfect picnic in South
Mountain Park.
Attendance
was
large and everyone present declared
it was "a, most enjoyable evening.''
Members· of Locals Nos. 101, 102
and 103 wish to express to officers
of the Federation their appreciation
foi:_ -the successful
negotiations in
obtaining a general wage increase.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Miller. Mr. Miller is an exchange lineman. The addition to
his family is a baby girl.
Congratulations,
too, to Mr. and
Mrs. Osborn Vance upon the arrival
of a little son in their family. Ha\'ing two girls, they wanted a boy.

LOCAL 101-A
Due to the transfer of John G.
Fishburn, President of Arizona Accounting Local No. 101-A, to managership at Grand Canyon, it was
necessary to call a meeting of m.mibers on the evening of Septemb~r 21
for the purpose of electing a new
president.
Edna Wyatt was chosen unanimously to fill the vacancy. At a
previous meeting, held in Phoenix,
Fern Rice was elected vice-president
and Sadie Bourlier as secretarytreasurer.
W. P. Culton, President of the
Federation, attended both meetings

lln itt.rmnriam
It is with deepest sorrow that we
record the death of Nickolas Delmas, supervising foreman of Tucson,
Arizona, construction.
He passed
away September 5.
Mr. Delmas had been with the
company since April, 1918.
Locals No. 101, 102 and 103
have received cards of thanks from
Mrs. Delmas acknowledging flowers
sent in tribute to her husband at the
time of his funeral,

'11SFTW

Many MSFTW Jlembers in Armed Forces
From the Locals throughout the
Mountain States Federation come
reports of men leaving their telephone jobs to serve with the
armed forces. The Army, Navy,
Coastguard and Marines, all are
represented among the branches
entered.
A number of letters have been

Local 101-Arizona
Donald G. Pickett
Herbert J. G. Ethington
Charles Prentice
Harold Hughes

Navy
Coast Guard
Navy
Marines

Local 206-1\orthern
Colorado
Roy N. Kimball
William A. Naylor
Arthur E. Robbins

Loral 402-New
Texas
George Chrysler
Buddy Jackson
Harry Watson
Preston White
C. Walter Massey
Julius J. Goodart
Willis H. Clayton
Local 401-l\ew
Texa!.
Horace M. McGinn
Ralph L. Fuller
Hobart W. Large
Eugene Akin
L. G. Groves
Thomas P. Walsh
Lee E. Johnson

Army
Navy
Army
MexicoNavy
Navy
Navy

Mexico•

received from those already in
the armed services indicating
their desire for news from home.
We urge that our readers keep in
touch with their friends and acquaintances in the service. Send
them copies of THE TELEPHONE WORKER. They'll be
appreciated.
lHt"mhers from "'yoming Dhi~ion~ who have joined tht" arnwd
f oret•s are:

Willard L. Costlow
Marvin Dabe!
Eugene F. Davis
Earl V. deCastro
Jack B. Freeman
Donald L. Good
B. Donald Hanks
Roy E. Hardin
Eugene F. Keffer
Coon C. Lee
Louis Lemoine
Herbert D. Marion
Robert L. McNutt
Donald P. Nolan
Charles W. Remsberg
Riley E. Robinson
Clyde J. Robinson
Robert C. Scott
Monroe T. Smith
Mason R. Swarthout
Noel H. Warren
William T. Wills
Raymond J. Flohr

and served as adviser. He also assisted in organization work. The of~
fice boasts 100 percent me_mbership._
Members from all parts of the
Alex l\fakarov, general SecretaryState often inquire as to those of our
Treasurer of'"'the Mountain States
group who have joined the armed
Federation -of.~Tolephone- W~ers,
forces. Those in service are listed in
and Mrs. Makarov, were guest1, at thi.\; issue. Lack of space prevents
a Spanish dinner held October 7 at • inclusion of their rank and address,
the Mexico Cafe in Phoenix. Being
but we will be glad to furnish such
the first "get-together"
of members
information upon request.
of the Local, it was well attended
We are proud of the fact that sevand apparently thoroughly enjoyed.
eral of our boys have been comFollowing
dinner,
the guests
missioned. A number are captains
played Bingo. Lois Hickernell and
and other lieutenants.
Sue Wilson supervised the evening's
entertainment.
LOCAL NO. 601 CHEYENNE
A special meeting of interest to
all members of the Arizona AccountWhile this local has temporarily
ing Local No. 101-A took place at lost some of its members to the Na5 p. m. on October 8 with the largest
tion's armed forces, it has also gained
attendance since the Local's organseveral new ones. Those joining reization. At the opening of the meetcently include Raymond D. Fox,
ing, Edna Wyatt, President, read to Ward Waitley, Larry Daily and Harthe members the agreement, "Workry Payne. Members received by
ing Practices and the Wage Scale"
transfer from other locals are Sidney
to be presented to the Management.
Magree and Earl Kirk from Local
602 Casper; Earl R. Wilson and ClarThe meeting closed with an unanience A. Kylander from Local 603
mous vote accepting the Working
Sheridan; and Joe Brunner, Local
Practices and the Agreement as sub604 Rock Springs.
mitted by the Committee.

December. 1942

LOCAL NO. 402-T
Aileen Lee, our President, is on
furlough in Cheyenne pending her
marriage. Mrs. Helen Pettigrewour Vice-President, will complete the
unexpired term as President.
Flornett Farr -i,s absent, due to
illness.

~ORTHERN COLORADO
LOCAL ~O. 206
Organization?
We bow to Gene
Mathis and Bob Templeton for their
fine work at Arvada and Lakewood
where they scored almost 100 percent. Some of the other boys are
also doing a splendid job in organizational activities.
One group has obtained thirteen
traffic members; but six have resigned to accept other employment,
so, after all, the net is not very large.
However, we intend to continue our
efforts and hope the rest of the State
will soon have some of the traffic
people signed. Local No. 206 now
has 116 members: 75 men and 41
girls.
Robert Glassco has returned from
Mercy Hospital where he underwent
an operation.

LOCAL ~O. 205
How about giving the secretary
the addresses of our boys from whom
we receive letters, so that he may
post them on a list and some of us
can write them.
Several new members have been
added to the local and a few more
are to come.
Most of our men have now been
classified with the Selective Service.
Our Mr. McIntyre is headed for the
U.S. Navy.

LOCAL NO. 209
Grand Junction Local No. 209
wishes to thank everyone who was
active in the recent successful wage
negotiations with our company. Each
success of the kind adds to our security for the future.

UTAH NEWS
The latest award of a 15-year pin
goes to Lowell Mauss. He started
with the Company when he was sixteen years of age .... William Pumphrey is the proud father of a new
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son. . . . Reports are that Spence
Collins and Erm Graham are the
Eutah Division's number-one fishermen .... Louis Mugleston announces
the arrival of a baby daughter at
his home. Mother and child are doing nicely. It's their third little girl.
The Eutah Division has mailed
twenty-three
subscriptions for the
Readers' Digest to members of our
organization who have joined the
Nation's armed forces. We have also
sent them their Mountaineer Couriers and a few copies of the Telephone Worker. All the boys seem
to look forward to receiving any
telephone news.
Here are paragraphs, selected at
random, from letters written by our
former co-workers who are now in
the service:
It's Bob Augustus who writes,
"Many thanks for the Readers' Digest. The first copy came a few
weeks ago as did your letter and
paper. I should have written sooner
but we have been too busy. Our
schedule here at Prep. School keeps
us on the run from 5:30 in the morning until 9 at night, which doesn't
leave us much spare time.
"I suppose you know Max Conaster is here at Prep School, too. It
makes it a lot nicer to have someone
from home around here, too. . . .
So far, Army life agrees with mefeel great and have gained a few
If possible I'd like to
pounds ....
get a copy of the Courier every
month."
From Harry V. Bond comes, "I
wish to thank you for the Mountaineer Courier and the thoughtful
letter which accompanied it. I also
want to thank the Utah Division of
the Mountain States Federation of
Telephone Workers for the subscription to the Readers' Digest. . . . I
left Camp Crowder two weeks ago
and am now attached to the 178th
Signal Repair Co. at Camp Shelby,
Miss. Our job is to repair and maintain telephone and radio equipment
in the field. . . . Say "Hello" to the
gang for me.
Pvt. James R. Gemmill writes, "I
have been on the rifle range for the
last two days. Our range has 100
targets in a row and it surely sounds
like a war when we cut loose. We
shot for record scores today and I
qualified for the marksman (134)
with a score of 149. That was more
than I expected.
I met Bob Augustus last night.
He has been here about a week and
is going to Basic School. He is assigned to a Message Centre School
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after that. His barracks is only a
couple of blocks from mine. I am
beginning to like this life more each
day. I feel much healthier and have
gained at least ten pounds since I
left the office."
Frank H. Kell had this to write,
"I was glad to hear from the boys
of the telephone company .... I was
teaching a class in telephone installa tion and repair. I was made a corporal and they sent me to a Signal
Service Co. and now I am a sergeant.
... I want to thank you for sending
me the Readers' Digest and the
Mountaineer Courier and tell the
boys hello. Do write again."
Gordon Jensen's letter read, "I
should have written before this, but
you know how the letter writing
business is. There is a decided tendency to leave until tomorrow what
should be done today .... One thing
this army does well is travel. Since
they took me last February I have
covered about 5,000 miles. Much of
my mail takes two or three weeks
to get to me via the forwarding
method.
"I guess the Federation is still going strong. I wish you would express
my thanks to the officers for the
Digest subscription. Also say hello
to a few of the boys for me, including "Rev" and "Rex." I hear that
"Rev" has been sick. Tough luck."

lfSFTTf'
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With company officials, department superintendents and old friends
present, Charles S. Newell, 65, Colorado plant equipment engineer, was
retired at a luncheon given in his
honor to mark his rounding out 42
years of service. The affair was held
in the Albany Hotel, Denver, during
the last week in September.
Twenty-three guests attended and
their years of telephone service totaled 728. A gold watch was presented Mr. Newell by his fellowworkers and he was awarded the
company's forty-two-year
service
pin.
He holds a life certificate in the
Telephone Pioneers of America.
Mr. Newell has always been
known for his fine sense of loyalty
both to the company for which he
worked and to his friends. The present efficiency of the department
wherein he worked is due, to no
small extent, to the ability and
achievement of Mr. Newell. Whenever there was a tough job to be
done; an unpleasant situation to untangle; he was first in the "Front
Lines" and among those who "always were ready to go over the top."
The retiring engineer grew up in
Berthoud, Colo. He was a graduate
of Colorado State College at Fort
Collins in 1899 with a degree in mechanical engineering. On Oct. 1 of
that year he started work with the
old Colorado Telephone Company.
In 1900 he was transferred to the
Cripple Creek plant; returned to
Denver in 1903 and thereafter rose
through various positions to the post
of Denver plant chief. He was named
State plant equipment engineer in

1925.
Mr. Newell is married and resides
on a small farm near Arvada.
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NE year has now passed since that
ful December 7th when the Jap surprise

fateblow
struck with such terrible force at Pearl Harbor.
The headlines and news stories have related how
that treacherous blow has been returned many
fold. And there will be more and greater vengeance exacted. America and her Allies neither
wanted nor started this fight, but they will finish it.
The road ahead may be tougher than we think,
but it is a road to victory. No one can really
question that. The recent sweeping victories in
North Africa should convince the doubters.
Hitler is well nigh enclosed in a ring of fire and
steel which will tighten about him with deadly
effect. Yes, we will win! We must!
Each day that passes, though it may yield
news of victories on land, sea and in the air,
brings home to us with increasing force that this
is a war of peoples-total
war. Sacrifices in
men, in money and in the living standards we
have come to regard as essentials, all are involved.
But too often during periods of war and other
national stress featured by swift movements of
events and rapid decisions on vast questions,
undue sacrifice-at times amounting to exploitation-has
been demanded of the great mass of
people. The danger is always present in a situation of this kind that the standard of living of
wage earners will be lowered beyond all reason,
and their hard ,von standards of hours and
working conditions smashed-all
in the name of
necessary war-time sacrifice. Another hazard
involved is that war-time regimentation of individual workers may become so great that labor
organizations will be robbed of their vitality and
will to advance the interest of their members.
The cunning and damaging use to which such
set backs can be put, are many and we can be
sure that those who have consistently opposed
the advancement of labor's interests will not
overlook this fact.
In a democratic nation this need not happen
/)ecember,

1942

and it won't if the people are vigilant; if they
will take time to follow events and study their
situation so that they might know reasonably
well where they stand at all times.
Labor, the farmer, and all who create and
produce are the sinews of a nation in peace and
even more so in war. In their ranks only do the
numbers and skills exist required to build, equip
and feed a great army. Consequently the greatest collective burden of the war falls upon the
worker.
Labor has every right to insist that all elements in the nation bear their proper share of
the over-all cost of winning this war. This is
not an easy job as experience has proven. Practically every war the United States has ever
waged and notably World \Var I, resulted in
huge profits to a few, as against terrific losses in
life and wealth to the millions of little people.
Whether this war will prove an exception is still
in doubt. War profits reported by Congressional
Committees to be "scandalous" have already
been disclosed. Government and business leaders
say that the recently enacted tax laws will correct this situation by virtually taking all excess
profits. Whether this will prove true remains
to be seen. The matter bears watching by labor
and all the groups upon whom the major burdens
of this war are falling.
Unfair distribution of war's toll can be prevented. Others, besides the little people, can
also be made to carry the load. Living and working standards can be held to reasonable levels
by strong responsible labor organizations making their voices heard when someone seeks to
impose an unfair burden upon labor.
With these considerations in mind, we have
undertaken to sketch in this issue of THE TELEPHONE WORKER, the position in which telephone labor finds itself after the first year of
war and to review the problems faced. The
answer is also given to that all important question-What
are telephone workers doing to help
win the war? Are they doing their fair share?
3
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don't have to be an expert on figures to the price increase than in others. Booms at
understand the story of the general price rise numerous small towns caused by the location of
told by the following chart and that on the oppo- large defense establishments in or near the area,
site page. This great increase in the cost of liv- often caused dizzy rises in rent and food, paring was the number one problem of telephone
ticularly.
workers and wage earners generally during the
As shown by the following chart, food paced
past year.
the cost rise in essential elements of living with
Pushed by dwindling supplies, factors such as a 14.6% increase from Pearl Harbor to October,
more money in circulation than goods to pur- 1942. Clothing prices were next with an increase
chase, and not a little plain darn greed, prices of 9.6%. House furnishings rose 5.8%. Pracrose 9% between December, 1941, and October tically all other major items of expense in the
of this year.
wage earner's budget likewise rose, except in the
This made a total rise of 19 % between Decem- case of rent in which a decrease was noted. The
ber, 1940, and October, 1942. The message of drop in rent prices, however, was by no means
the President in May, 1942, calling for price and general. In cities and towns having housing
wage stabilization, followed by government ac- shortages, severe rent rises were recorded. Fortion placing price ceilings on a number of prod- tunately, this condition has been brought under
ucts, halted the rapid rise to some extent. How- control through price ceilings on rent.
ever, between September 15th and October 15th
A Department of Labor survey showed for
of this year prices again took a real jump.
example that the rent of nearly one-half of the
Telephone workers located as they are in prac- rented homes in the Akron, Ohio area increased
tically every city, town and Yillage throughout
about 15 '.,- in the period from October 15, 1940
the nation, were harder hit in some locations by to October 15, 1941.

COST OF LIVING
lt::ii./1
..a '~ ._g_.
1;=1
Or•- "-R~
11
-LJl.
~ ~e~ Mcnmt,~rial
CLOTHING

Percent
lncreue
Dec. '40
Dec. '41

16.2

12.9

Percent
Increase
Dec. '41

14.6

9.6

Od.

RENT

HOUSEFURNISHINGS

FUEL·ELECTRICITY·ICE

MISCELLANEOUS

3.1

16.3

3.3

5.8

.18

5.8

2.0

3.7

23.1

5.4

9.7

Decrease

'42

Percent

Increase
Dec. '40

33.2

23.9

2.9

Oct. '42

The great increase in the cost of living is the number one problem of Telephone Workers. "Scandalous" War profits by a few against the heavy load carried by the millions of workers does not
need to exist in a democracy.
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THE ANSWER IS AN EMPHATIC,
"YES!" Whether man or woman,
front line fighter or civilian, the telephone worker can be proud of his
and her share in helping to win this
war.
To the many thousands of skilled
telephone workers in the Signal
Corps of the Army has been entrusted the major part of the giant
and all-important
task of building
and maintaining a great wire communication system. This network,
with radio, knits into one vast fighting team our forces opposing the
Axis on every front throughout the
world.
Thus for the second time within a
quarter
of a century, telephone
workers are serving their nation as

notably in war as in peace. World
War I also saw telephone workers
doing the biggest part of the communications job. In this war, however, their work is even more valuable because of the greater role
played by communications in the
swift moving modern army.
Today 25,500 people from the Bell
System alone are in the military
services, of this number 3,250 are
commissioned officers. They have
been joined by hundreds of other
workers
from
the
independent
branch of the telephone industry.
Hardly less important to the overall war effort than those in the
armed forces, are civilian telephone
workers. The nation's communication system is considered so impor-

Here is one among the thousands of r11e11of the tPlepho11e i11duslry serving our
,rntion a,ul l,elping lo win the wnr!
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tant from a military standpoint that
many thousand telephone workers
whose skills are urgently required
by the armed forces must be kept
on their civilian jobs.
From one end of America to the
other, in the shops of the Western
Electric Company; in the operating
rooms, central office, and the outside
plants; in the research laboratory,
at the drafting board and desk, telephone workers are faithfully performing their job of extending, operating, and •safe-guarding the nation's telephone system. The greatest
message load in history is being
handled with unexampled speed and
efficiency. More importantly,
disloyalty .among telephone workers is
virtually unknown.
These facts have not gone unnoticed. Chief Signal Officer, Major
General Dawson Olmstead has several times pointed out the important
part played by the telephone workers in the united war effort and has
expressed
his deep appreciation.
Chairman Fly of the Federal Communications Commission and Board
of War Communications, speaking to
the 1942 NFTW Convention highly
commended the work of telephone
workers in furthering the war effort.
In stressing the importance of telephone labor he said: "For your work
is more than one function among
many. It is a service without which
the other parts of our wartime economy cannot function."
Army leaders in commenting upon
the fact that a large number of the
present personnel
of the Signal
Corps are telephone workers, many
of them union members, have pointed out how the benefit of their skills
and years of experience are being
given the armed forces; also that
they have developed into valuable
officers, enlisted men. and employees
of the Signal Corps.
Yes, telephone workers collectively have answered the challenge of
Pearl Harbor. In so doing, they have
proven their right to a continued
share, as telephone
workers, in
America's opportunities and the direction of her future course.

The T eleplzone Worker

CREATION of the National War Labor Board on
January 12, 1942 under the
war powers of the President; and the outlawing of
strikes for the duration of
the war were viewed with
apprehension
by Telephone Workers and workers generally. It was feared
the results would be a situation of advantage overwhelmingly in favor of industry and one that might
lead to undue regimentation.
Since the Board's existence, however, signs of accord between worker and
management
on wartime
labor problems, and encouragement of continued
collective bargaining have
heartened many an individual who keeps an eye
on developments
in the
Nation's Capital.
The initial Telephone labor dispute to come before the new War
Labor Board involved the Western
Electric
Employees
Association,
Kearny area. Whether a wage increase under the progression system could be considered as credit in
meeting the 15% rise in living costs
uncle rthe War Labor Board's wage
stabilization formula, became a major
issue in hearings on the Kearny
wage dispute.
Management
took the position
that wage progression steps, upgradings, overtime, night work and incentive bonuses were to be counted
in determining
the percentage of
wage increases.
Labor representatives
firmly opposed that view and insisted that
wage progression
steps and upgrades are adjustments and promotions and, therefore, should not be
counted in determining the percentage of wage increase.

NATIONAL WAR LABOR BOARD-Left
to right seated: Vice-Chairman George W. Taylor, Cht1irman William H. Dm;is, and Frank P.
Graham. Standing are: E. J. McMillan, Mt1tthe,c Woll, Walter C. Teggle, A. W. H<twkes, Roger D. Lapht1m, George Meany, Thomas Ke,rne<ly
and R. J. Thomas.

This particular case was settled by
refusal of the Board to grant the
blanket increase in pay but, at the
same time, with results which lead
to the sanction of substantial raises
in wages. In the Kearny case. and
those to follow, the Bell System
wage progression plan was used by
management as a reason for avoiding
wage demands.
The threat of what would have
amounted to practical wage freezing,
had the company's views with respect to treatment of wage progression increases under the Little Steel
formula prevailed. was terminated
with the decision of the WLB rejecting the company's arguments. With
the jam broken, several wage increases were granted.
Passage of wage legislation by the
Congress, permitting the President's
regulation of prices and wages, holding them to levels of September 15,
1942, brought fresh fears that wage

freezing had come into existence.
The Senate's resolution provided:
"That in order to aid in effective
prosecution of the war, the President is authorized and directed on
or before November 1. 1942, to issue
a general order stabilizing prices,
wages and salaries affecting the cost
of living. and except as otherwise
provided in this joint resolution.
such stabilization shall so far as
practicable be on the basis of the
levels that existed on September 15,
1942. The President may. thereafter,
provide for making adjustments with
respect to prices. wages and salaries
to the extent that he finds it necessary to correct gross inequities and
in the case of increases. to the extent
that he finds it necessary to aid in
the effective prosecution of the war."
The President's statement of October 3. however. made it clear that
NOT wage freezing, but wage stabilization, was the order of the day.

The story of the Telephone Wllge Disputes of the past ye<1r <1nd their outcome
ivill be continued in the January, 1943 issue of the Telephone Worker.
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The skill of the Central Office mairitt·n,mce men also 1,as its special fieltl nf use in
the Signal Corps, Dial central office eq11ipmer1t is in 11se ns these pictures shorv.
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is no easy task.
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Stringing
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vital and difficult job
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truck
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Cor11s rreivs.
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111ents.
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from a Mobile Sign.al
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by many years of experience
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branch,

the Signal Corps.
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BELL SYSTEM EMPLOYEES. up
to the time of Pearl Harbor, had
purchased Defense Bonds having a
maturity value of $14.000,000. From
Pearl Harbor's December 7 until the
end of September 1942, an additional
$36,000,000 of bonds were purchased;
bringing the total to approximately
$50,000,000.
Bonds are being purchased by the
Bell System employees now at the
rate of $94,000,000 per year.
On September 30, 1942, there were
393,521 Bell System employees, comprising 94.73"'~of the total Bell System, having a monthly total of
$5,876,538 deducted from their pay
checks for the purchase of bonds.
This figure represents 8 percent of
the Bell System's monthly payroll.
Taking the above figures at their
face value, it's fitting to give some
idea of what our armed forces get
when the individual invests in U. S.
War Bonds. The total of $50,000,000
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Costs of telephone equipment runs
into many thousands of dollars ...
Hundreds of telephone and radio
equipment units can be purchased
with the money raised through Wm·
Bond purchases of Telephone Workers. Lines of communication
are
vital to the safety and success of
our soldiers in battle.

THE COAST GUNS

purchased up to the end of last September will buy 200 Flying Fortresses. They are to America's air
fleet what heavy artillery is to the
Army. This gigantic four-motored
bomber, equipped with heavy can-non, carries about three tons of
bombs and reaches a speed of about
300 miles per hour.
These ships carry a crew of seven
to nme men; weigh about 22½ tons
and have a wing spread of 105 feet.
America needs more of the Flying
Fortresses.

The sixteen-inch coast gun is the
most powerful of all American guns
and costs about $2,000,000 each. It
will throw a shell weighing up to a
ton many miles. For defense of our
homes, the Coast Guard needs many
of these powerful weapons. The
$50,000,000 invested in the U S. of
America by Bell System employees
will provide 25 of these sixteen-inch
guns. And so in another important
area of the war effort Telephone
Workers are among the leaders in
doing their share for victory.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

200

Organized labor is not only giving
all-out service in production and
transportation,
but is contributing
heavily to the financial side of the
war.
That fact was emphasized recently by James L. Houghteling, director

Telephone communication plays a
vital role in the Army's system of
retaining essential contacts and the
field telephones operating from hastily laid wires are necessary for
transmission of messages and orders.

of the National Organization Division of the War Savings Staff and
formerly an assistant secretary of
the Treasury.
"Labor's part in this campaign to
finance the war through the sale of
bonds and stamps is perfectly splendid," he said. "It is the most en-
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couraging thing we have encountered.
"I say it's lucky for this country
that we have labor unions and other
organized groups.''
If it were not for them we would
have faced the impossible task of
contacting each individual.

TIH' Telephone W orI.er

A11y man irt uniform-Sol,lier,
S11ilor, ,~larine, Coastguartlsma11--<1ppreciates
to e<II a home-cooked
dinn<'r 011 Christmas
Day. USO tries to arr<mge home
of this kill<l for as 11u111y11s possil>le.

a chance
hospitality

* * *

atqrtatmus
fnr tqt l\rmth lRnrrts
WEEKS of strenuous preparation finished, the U. S. 0.
clubs from Maine to San Diego and from Alaska to the
Caribbean and Hawaii are ready to serve as hosts to
thousands of men in the country's armed forces who
were unable to get Christmas leaves.
In each of the 650 clubs everything has been done to
remind the boys in the service of Christmas Day at
home. Icicled trees will compete with decorations of
red crepe paper and silver bells in adding brightness to
the clubrooms.
All of the clubs will hold open house all day beginning
with a Christmas breakfast for early visitors. Piles of
presents will be ready and waiting for the soldiers,
sailors, marines, coast guardsmen and merchant marine
sailors.
Girls from the various communities will be on hand
to serve as junior hostesses. Many of them are recruited
from the ranks of telephone operators, who give their
leisure time to this pleasurable war service.
Last year when a Cape Cod USO club opened just
before Christmas, every single one of the junior hostesses was a telephone girl. They gave homesick service
men a wonderful Christmas.
December, 1942

Remembering that one of the satisfactions of Christmas at home lies in decorating the tree, the USO this
year will invite soldiers and sailors into its clubhouses
to do the job-to make the club tree their own.
Christmas Eve will be an evening for popping corn for
stringing, adding cranberries for color and fashioning
bells, stars, trumpets and angels from tin or silver and
gold foil.
Many of the clubs will have a real live Santa Claus,
Christmas stockings, peppermint canes. roasted apples,
marshmallow
snowmen favors and other Christmas
necessities.
And all through Christmas afternoon and evening the
merrymaking will continue. There will be music, dancing and an unlimited supply of cider.
But giving the parties in the regular USO clubs is by
no means all that the organization does to provide "a
home away from home," accordmg to Pattie S. Smith,
of the national women's committee, U. S. 0.
Committees of volunteers in many areas have organized Christmas shopping and wrapping services to

11

assist the soldiers. Holly paper and red bows
fashioned by deft feminine fingers will please
many a service man's family when his presents arc received.
For army and navy wives living near
camps and naval bases, "make-it-yourself"
clubs have been organized under the direction of crafts instructors supplied by the

n

u. s. 0.

Christmas cards on linoleum block prints,
etchings and other presents consisting of
pottery, hammered brass, painted towels and
lacquered trays are just a few of the many
attractive gifts turned out under the direction of U. S. 0. instructors.
Soldiers on duty in isolated posts have not
been forgotten. They will be visited on
Christmas day by mobile U. S. 0. units
bringing mail, presents and entertainment.
Thousands of other soldiers and members
of the various armed forces will be guests in
the homes of civilians for turkey dinners
through arrangements made by the United
Service Organizations.

0. SOG-LOW
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Frudomof Spre,b

Freedom
of Relit,irn

THESE-OR
HITI.ER'S NEW ORDER?-President
Roo8evelt bespoke mankind's
deepest aspirations
in the form of
the four freedoms, but for ages they have bet•n the dream
in the hearts of men who were never permitted a chance to
,oice their longings. Freedom of speech-that
"as for the
friend• of the ruler, not for the workingman,
the common
J)eople. Freedom of religion-that
was almost undreamed
of, and the few bra,·e men who spoke up for it ,oon found
them•elves brandt'd and cursed. Freedom from want-why,
poverty and suffering
was supposed
to be the t'lernally
assignt>d lot of the great mass of people. The destiny of
"orkingmen,
"° it was argued, was to be eontinually in need.
Freroom from fear-that
"aM the great hope of countle•,
generations who lived in terror of the Gestapos of the past.
The faetorie• of Ameriea, the in,inciblt> dt>mo<."raeythat
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In the words of Miss Pattie Smith, "In this
war of wars, almost every American family
has someone in uniform and to be his family
for the day is the goal and pledge of the
U.S. O."
Taking everything into consideration, the
boys and girls in the nation's service who
are not fortunate enough to get leave for a
visit home at Christmas are going to have
the next best thing-a measure of friendliness, kindness and good cheer.

Ntu11-

Frm/qmFrrJml¾nt

(!)~?

Freedom
FromFear

free men are building today are tht> guarantee that tht> four
fret>doms of this Nation ...m triumph over the one slavery of
fa,cism. The Atlantic Charter wrote the four freedom• into
the United Nations' patlern for a post-war ...-orld when tht"
<."Ovenatll promised:
(1) '\lo aggrandizement,
territorial
or
other; (2) no territorial changes without the consent of the
people concerned;
(3) the right of •elf-,:onrnment;
(4)
the right of all States to world trade; (5) world collaboration for improvement
of labor ,tandard'I;
(6) a pea<."e that
"ill mean freedom from fear and "ant; (7) fret-dom of the
!>ens; (8) an end to tho> use of foree. The volume of war
"capon,
produ<."ro by America's "orker• will to a lar,;e
e'.\.tent determine whether that creed or J-lein Kampf shapes
the "orld "'e live in "hen the ...ar i, done.
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PANSY M. HARRIS
Executive Board Member
at Large
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AcTION of the National War Labor
Board early in October, 1942, which
stressed the principle of equal pay
for equal work can be classified as
one of the major developments of
the year of interest to women. In
handing down this decision, the War
Labor Board decreed:
"The National War Labor Board
has accepted the general principle of
paying wages to female employees
on the basis of equal pay for equal
work. There should be no discrimination between employees of equal
ability employed on similar work
where production is substantially
the same. This is no new principle.
''It was enunciated by the War
Labor Board which was set up in 1917
to meet industrial problems of the
World War of that earlier date ....
Our country will depend more and
more upon its women to produce
materials ,v:ith which its men will
fight. In calling upon American
women to assume a vital role on the
industrial front, the country has an
obligation to provide utmost assurance that they will not be subject
to discriminatory treatment in their
compensation. They have a right to
economic equality."
Management and labor alike are
now seeing the importance of fixing
the rate for the job, irrespective of
the sex of the worker. "Equal pay
for equal performance by women in
war-production factories" has been
advocated recently by the National
Association of Manufacturers. At the
same time, they have stated that
"women can satisfactorily fill all or
most of the jobs performed by men,
subject
only' to limitations
of
strength and physical requirements."
The Board, in setting its policy
on equal pay for equal work, made
it clear that women employees are

December, 1942

entitled to such consideration only
when work performed by them is
equal in quality and quantity to that
performed by men. Where lower
productions or performance standards must be established, the differentials in wages is held justified by
the Board.
In anticipation of an early increase
in the introduction of women into industry, the War Manpower Commission recently issued a statement of
policy and advice with regard to the
recruiting, training and employment

of women. It called for elimination
of all forms of discrimination against
women.
Equal treatment, the Commission
declares, should extend to hiring,
training opportunities
and wages.
Management and labor organizations
were advised to remove all barriers
against equalization.
Conditions of work, the statement
decreed, should be adapted to employment of women by provision for
one day of rest in seven; eight-hour
shifts; a maximum 48-hour workingweek, and adequate meal and rest
periods.
Where employees are mothers of
young children, the policy statement
recommended that the shift be arranged to cause a minimum of disruption of family life.

MISS AND THE MONSTER-Women,
many of them hi,:hly skilletl, are performing important work in the various branches of the Signal Corps. This
young Indy is checking the radio equipment in the tank. The ,ucceu of the,e
mighty machines of war often hinge upon effective radio communication
between the tank commander
and his r,nit.
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According to a recently published
survey of the Twentieth Century
Fund the total membership in AFLCIO and independent unions approached 11,000,000 in 1941. This
amounted to about 27% of the total
of 40,000,000 wage and salary workers who were estimated to be actually at work in 1941.

(This story, written by Sergeant
James W. Hurlbut, former WJSV
(Washington) publicity director who
is a Marine Corps Combat Correspondent at Guadalcanal, was released by the Navy Department Nov.
20.)
Guadalcanal, October 28 (delayed)
-Marine
riflemen on Guadalcanal
are giving the communications men
a big hand for their heroic work in
installing and maintaining inter-unit
communications systems here.
"Those Marines in signal are all
right,"
th e i r comrades
assert.
"They're realy doing a job. You
ought to see 'em running a line in
under fire. Why, they don't give a
damn for Jap snipers."
And that's about the case. The
communications
personnel
"don't
give a damn" for all the dangers inherent in the task of stringing a
telephone wire up to a front line
position during a battle or carrying a
portable radio transmitter
within
shouting distance of the enemy.
The huge telephone spiderweb on
Guadalcanal is made up of well over
a thousand miles of wire. Just getting the wire laid in the first place
was a tough problem. Keeping it intact in bombings, shellings, and adverse weather is a twenty-four hour
proposition for all hands.
There's no diplomatic immunity
for Marine communications men. A
lineman, clinging to the side of a
palm tree with spurs and belt,
wiih both hands occupied in splicing a wire, is fair game for enemy
snipers. Wire repair crews are made
up of four men-three
stand guard
while the other works-but
they've
suffered many casualties since August seventh in the line of duty.
Recently, a wire repair crew was
caught in the open during a surprise
air_ raid. The man "on the pole" had
the whole top of the tree chopped
off a few feet above his head by a
flying bomb fragment and the men
on the ground were peppered with
shrapnel.
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The boys do their share of fighting, too. A platoon of communicators led by Captain Robert Noonan
of Medford, Mass., found themselves
face-to-face with a strong enemy
force during a Japanese attack last
month. Wire and radio equipment
was hastily put aside and a firing
line established.
When reinforcements arrived to finish the job of
throwing back the enemy, Captain
Noonan had to do some tall persuading to get his men out of the fight
and back to work.
On Guadalcanal, a switchboard operator has no soft touch. Private
First Class Jim Roberts. of Tiptonville, Tenn., on duty during an air
raid, had a switch cord severed between his hand and the board as he
plugged in a call. Mildly astonished,
he completed the circuit through another route and then rounded up the
piece of shrapnel to carry as a good
luck charm. Tiptonville friends will
be glad to know it's still effective.
Chief of the communicators in the
Guadalcanal-Tulagi
area is hardworking Lieutenant Colonel Edward
W. Snedeker, of Benkelman, Nebraska, and Greenville, North Carolina.
Assisting in the task of coordinating
the work of all the communications
personnel is black-bearded Captain
Robert Hall, of Detroit.
Largest single unit in the communications set-up is the Signal Company, commanded by Major Allan
Sutter of Germantown, Pa. Major
Sutter, a former Dartmouth athlete,
was aide to General A. A. Vandergrift during the early stages of the
occupation of the Solomons.

*

"PHANTOM VESSELS," .. .
"There is a limit to everything. No
one can build a 10,000-ton ship in 10
days. Kaiser's ships are phantom
vessels born of an imagination excited by whiskey."-Wishful
thinking
aloud on the official Rome radio.

The freedom to earn, without fear
or favor, a comfortable living, ought
to go with the freedom to vote. Thus
alone can a sound basis for republican institutions be secured.-Henry
George.
The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the
blood of tyrants. It is its natural
manure.-Thomas
Jefferson.
A friend phoned Mrs. Lawrence
Wood (Chip) Robert, wife of the
former secretary of the Democratic
National Committee, to ask what to
wear to a luncheon the latter was
giving.
"It's a hen party, dear," Mrs. Robert advised.
"Come in an open
throat and a back suitable for knifing!"-Go.

Who Go on Strike
Attempts by local draft officials to
invoke "work or fight" threats as a
club to smash strikes have been repudiated by Selective Service Director Lewis B. Hershey.
Let no man imagine that he
no influence. Whoever he may
and wherever he may be placed,
man who thinks becomes a light
a power.-Henry
George.

has
be,
the
and

Honest Abe
Abraham Lincoln, as a young
lawyer, was pleading two cases the
same day before the same judge.
Both cases involved the same principle of law, but in one he appeared
for the defendant, in the other he
spoke for the plaintiff. In the morning he ma~e an eloquent plea and
won his case. In the afternoon he
took the opposite side and was arguing with the same earnestness. The
judge, with a half-smile, inquired
the cause of his change in attitude.
"Your honor," said Lincoln, "I
may have been wrong this morning,
but I know I am right this afternoon! "-Nellie Revell, Right Off the
Chest (Doubleday, Doran).

The Telephone Worker

IBEW vs. Bell
We note that the Journal of the
Electrical Workers, official pubJication of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL),
has launched its own "investigation"
of the Bell System. In the third of
a series of articles J>Ublished in the
October 19-12 issue, bold headlines
strike the eye, "Are Bell Officials in
Adult Class?" The interest of the
electrical workers in the Bell System companies seems strange, but
we have an idea that what they
are really interested in, is taking a
crack at telephone workers and
chose this silly and indirect way.

Love by Long Distance
It is pleasant to think of the War
Department knitting its brows to
compile a numbers code for inexpensive messages from soldiers abroad
to their folks at home and vice versa.
For 60 cents plus federal tax, any
three of 100 numbers may be sent;
by careful selection the doughboy
can compose the equivalent of a
letter.
The numbers 26-42-32, for example, say: "Greetings. Kisses. All my
love, dearest." 29-103-21 would say:
"Love. Glad if you could send some
money. Please reply, worried.'' Incidentally, the numbers offer first aid
to the timid: a doughboy who might
hesitate to cable "Fondest love, darling," would cable "34" without a
blush.-Christian
Science Monitor.
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AFRICA

THE SANDS of North Africa were recently the scene of some
high speed work by telephone workers,

(now temporarily

em-

ployed by Uncle Sam). They were a part of the mighty United
States Expeditionary

Force which swept across the sands of

Morocco and Algeda in the drive which is literally tossing the
Axis out of Africa by the seat of their pants.
The Signal Corps was accorded high praise by the American
A great deal has been written criticizing the so-called Labor Lobby
for its work as a pressure group at
Washington.
But it never seems to occur to
some of these critics that our democracy was deliberately set up to permit the several interests of which
this or any other nation is made up,
to holler their heads off for what
they want and on occasion, to back
up their demands at the ballot box.
l'Vhat these complainers, who incidentally overlook the activities of
many and more powerful pressure
groups than Labor are really worried
about, is that Labor has so many
loyal followers and its demands are
usually so reasonable and just that
they cannot be denied.
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commanders, for their contribution

to the marvelous success of

the offensive. The complex communications
perfectly.

lay-out functioned

Our troops, many of whom up to a few months ago knew of
Algeria and Morocco only as the setting of several good movies,
did some advance study of the African communication
As a result, they were highly successful in carrying

system.
out their

function of quickly severing the enemy's communication
and saving telephone

exchanges,

telegraph

wires

centers, and radio

stations so that they ~ould be protected against damage and preserved for the use of the American forces. The troops had been
drilled carefully in the types of telephone, telegraph

and radio

systems used in North Africa, and readily operated this equipment for the benefit of the American forces.
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